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Message from the Pre/Primary School
With reference to our Guiding Statements, we strive to ‘work with the home to provide a learning environment that is
stable and caring’. We encourage open, honest communication with our parents. To this end, we held Open Days on
all campuses this month where parents could visit any class they choose to understand more clearly how their children are being taught.
Our sports teams were out in force again this month. We had four teams playing in the ISL Football League tournament in Bahcekoy this month. It was November, but weather was like a summer’s day! The girls and boys played
their best football against other school teams from Istanbul. Well done to all our children who took part. A huge
thank you goes to Mr Christian Huegel for organising the event, and the PE teachers that helped him referee all the
matches. A huge thank you also goes to the PTA who were selling healthy snacks, chocolate and coffee at the event
to keep our energy levels up!
One of the highlights of our year is our International Week. Every day of our school year we celebrate the cultural
diversity of our students. However, International Week ensures that we underline the importance of our students as
global citizens, as our Guiding Statements dictate. This year, we concentrated on Maths as the theme for the week,
lead by Mr Paul Pembridge, Primary Area Leader for Mathematics. The children were given a Maths passport at the
beginning of the week and they had to solve problems to complete their passports by the end of the week. We all
now love parabolic curves and tangrams! Our week culminated in International Day. Mr Pembridge led an assembly,
linking Maths with international matters of languages spoken and population. At Zekeriyaköy Campus, the children
appreciated the Flag Parade and they had photographs taken in their country groups. The children then savoured our
delicious Food Courts! The parents did an outstanding job of cooking for the Pre, Primary and Secondary students
and teachers! At Zekeriyaköy Campus, they each decorated room with artefacts from their country for the children to
discuss. The children had a Maths quiz question to answer in each classroom and a passport that needed a stamp
from every country. At the City Campus, they set up two food halls, with flags for every nationality in our school.
Thank you to the PTA for arranging a stunning Food Court on both campuses and to Mr Paul Pembridge for organising the Maths focus of our International Week this year.
We were delighted to thank our experienced, committed teachers at our school again this month. Last month, we
noted World Teachers Day and this month we celebrated Teacher Appreciation Day in Turkey. At Zekeriyaköy Campus, our ancillary staff organised a delicious spread of sweet and savoury food our teachers to enjoy. Many thanks to
the ancillary staff for arranging this event. At the City Campus, the school provided delicious cakes for the staff to
enjoy at lunch time. Many thanks to the kitchen staff for preparing the treats.
November saw our season of giving continue. We voted on the nominated charities put forward from our community.
The results were; El Bebek- Gul Bebek- Neonatal Care Unit (premature babies)- Cerrahpasa Hospital Istanbul for our
local charity, and Bedensel Engililer Dayanisma Dernegi- Support for disabled people in Turkey for our national charity. The Whole School Charity Community, alongside the PTA, decided that the international charity would be a disaster fund this year to act when a disaster occurs around the world. Money raised from the Winter Bazaars and summer
Fun Day will go to these charities this year. The children enjoyed our Winter Wacky Wednesdays that started this
month. Thank you for sending your child to school with a jam jar full of goodies for our Winter Bazaars on Friday 11
December, 13:30- 15:00. To balance our commitment to Breast Cancer Awareness Day, we held our inaugural
Movember Day. Mr Brett Howard, Secondary Maths Teacher, initiated this day and many of our male teachers grew a
beard/ moustache for the month of November to highlight men’s health issues, notably mental health problems and
prostate cancer. The Zek Kuafor Hairdressers came into school to shave off their beards on Movember Day. Many
thanks for kindly supporting all our charity events this month.
Enjoy this month’s newsletter!
Amanda Ilhan
Pre and Primary Deputy Director

Richard I’Anson
Pre and Primary Director
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Alkent—Year 2
Year 2 City Campus
Visit to Beşiktaş Fire Station
On Tuesday 10th November 2015 Year 2 from Alkent visited Beşiktaş Fire Station as part of our work on
The Great Fire of London.
We saw lots of exciting things, including a fire engine with a twenty four metre ladder and special fire
fighting equipment.
The inside of the fire station was also very interesting as we saw where the fire fighters exercised, slept and
ate.
The children then dressed up in special fire fighting clothes which were very heavy as they were made from
special protective materials.
We all learnt a lot from our visit and had fun too!
Alison Guzel.
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Alkent—Ataturk Commemoration Day

On November the 10th at 9.05am, we all sat in the Pre-School garden quietly listening to the sounds of the
sirens all around us.
We looked up at statue in the garden of Mustafa Kemal Atatϋrk and talked about how he was an important
leader in this country we are all living in now.

Together all the children, teachers, teaching assistants, our cleaning ladies and the office staff placed red and
yellow flowers in a pot and around the statue as a way to honor and show respect of this important day in
Turkish culture.

Miss Tamarisk
EYFS Coordinator
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Akent– International Day
International Week In Alkent
On Tuesday we dressed in our beautiful costumes. Do you know we have over 30 countries and 22 languages represented in Alkent?
On Thursday afternoon we had a wonderful celebration of delicious foods kindly prepared by our parents. On Friday
we had an assembly to show everyone all of the fantastic work we had been doing throughout the week. We also had
lots of mums and dads come in to read stories in their mother tongue.
A BIG thank you to everyone for making this such a successful and enjoyable week!
Alison Gűzel
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Etiler — Year 3
3G visit the the Suleymaniye and Rustem Pasha Mosques for History unit
It was a beautiful autumn day. The Bosphorous gleamed, the mosques showed themselves in their full glory.
We looked in awe, sketched with care and found out a lot about Istanbul in the 16th Century.
Carolyn Guven
Etiler 3G

School sandwiches amidst
Iznik tile beauty

Observing and soaking up the grandeur of The Suleymaniye Mosque

Real concentration!
Sketching in the sunshine.
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Etiler — Maths Week
Maths week in Etiler
We had counting in different languages, maths problems every day and activities in a carousel on Friday- all
stamped in our Maths Passports. This led up to a rousing Maths Assembly! What a week. Thank you Mr Pembridge.
C.Guven
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Etiler — International Day
International Day in Etiler
As always the parents really made a huge effort to delight with the colours, flavours and cultures that are the
rainbow of BISI.
Everyone dressed up for the national costume day and was looking gorgeous for the Food Court and garden
concert. Class photos were taken. From the smallest to the biggest we had a lovely day. Even the weather
stayed great!
C.Guven
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Zekeriyakoy— International Day
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Remembrance Day
Remembrance Day
On Friday 6th November 2015, the Year Six at our City Campus, represented the British International School at the Remembrance Day ceremony held at the Haydarpaşa Cemetery in Istanbul.
Also in attendance was Richard I’Anson, William Bradley, Helen Kiran and Nikki Dereboy, the
Year Six Class Teacher.
Remembrance Day commemorates all the soldiers who have given their lives in the service of their
respective Nations.
Reply to ‘In Flanders Fields’
Read by:
Students of the British International School Istanbul
Oh! sleep in peace where poppies grow;
The torch your falling hands let go
Was caught by us, again held high,
A beacon light in Flanders sky
That dims the stars to those below.
You are our dead, you held the foe,
And ere the poppies cease to blow,
We'll prove our faith in you who lie
In Flanders Fields.
Oh! Rest in peace, we quickly go
To you who bravely died, and know
In other fields was heard the cry,
For freedom's cause, of you who lie,
So still asleep where poppies grow,
In Flanders Fields.
As in rumbling sound, to and fro,
The lightning flashes, sky aglow,
The mighty hosts appear, and high
Above the din of battle cry,
Scarce heard amidst the guns below,
Are fearless hearts who fight the foe,
And guard the place where poppies grow.
Oh! sleep in peace, all you who lie
In Flanders Fields.
And still the poppies gently blow,
Between the crosses, row on row.
The larks, still bravely soaring high,
Are singing now their lullaby
To you who sleep where poppies grow
In Flanders Fields.
- John Mitchell
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Zekeriyakoy—ESL Department
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The Gingerbread Man
This week, year 3 ESL students wowed the reception children with their fantastic performance of the Gingerbread Man. Leading up to the show, the children have been learning the story, writing about the events in their
own words and practicing for the big day. As well as rehearsing during lesson time, the children have been so
enthusiastic about their show that they’ve given up play times as well. They all spoke very confidently and
clearly – an important aspect of ESL lessons – and were rewarded with loud applause from the reception children.
The cast included children from 3A and 3P:
Chloé Van Asseldonk as the Narrator
Feline Inez Van Aardenne as the Little Old
Lady
Thaïs Mea as the Little Old Man
Raphael Kim as the Gingerbread Man
Javier Ahumada as the cat
Taidianna Hayisha as the dog
Eun Woo Lee as the cow
Rin Ho Kim as the horase
Julia Gankema as the fox
Thaïs said, “I loved performing in this show.”
Chloé said, “I loved the show and I want to do it again.”
Raphael said, “I was nervous at the beginning but it was fun at the
end.”
Zoe Cosnett
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Zekeriyakoy—Year 4 Trip
The ‘Wonderf’ of Topkap Palace
In history this term, year 4T and 4SS have been investigating Topkapi Palace. We have looked at who lived in
the Palace and how it has changed since it was built. We
visited the palace twice. On the first visit we looked at the
different courtyards. The second trip concentrated on the
harem and how the sultan and his family lived.
We wrote recounts of our trips. Here are a few of our impressions of Topkapi Palace.
“ We went through the first gate. We saw a church which
was changed into a place where the sultan kept his weapons because the Sultan was a Muslim and didn’t
need a church” Florian 4T
“ We saw an amazing dagger. It was sent to the Sultan as a present. I would like to have a dagger just the
same” Hogun 4T
“ When we entered the second courtyard we were amazed to see how tall the tower of justice was. Inside we
saw sofas in a line. That’s where the Sultan and his advisors would meet” Miriam 4T
We saw the Sultan Valide’s room. There was gold and beautiful Iznik tiles on the walls. Seo Yeong 4SS
We ambled towards the Sultan’s Valide’s room. The room showed us how powerful and rich she was. We
gazed around the room and saw some cupboards. But they were not ordinary cupboards as they had mother
of pearl on them.
Safie 4SS
In the Harem we saw a long and bumpy pebbled street. It was so the Sultan’s horse could walk comfortably.
Ui Chan 4SS
We entered a very important room called the Imperial Hall. It had a very shiny chandelier and beautiful Iznik
tiles and shiny gold decorations. We peeked through the music room and saw a piano, guitar and a violin. It
was not a very big room. Sehwa 4SS
Joanne Sutherland-Smith & Kate Thomas
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Zekeriyakoy—Year 5 Trip
Zero Exhibition at the Sabanci Museum
Year 5D & 5B had a great time at the Zero Exhibition. We arrived a little late due to traffic. 5B were
lucky and had an English speaking guide take them around the exhibition. 5D had Mr Dave taking them
around, as he had been there a few weeks before. It was really interesting, lots to see and do. We thought
it quite strange that an artist would use nails as his media to express himself but it worked. We saw how
a colour can be not just a colour but emotions associated with it. We loved the blow up palm trees in
bright colours, inflating and deflating. We spent a few minutes drawing these, it was fun.
The exhibition is on until 10th January, it is well worth the visit, especially if you enjoy having your concepts of what is and isn't art challenged.
Dave Scarff
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ISL Primary Football Tournament
On a warm and sunny day on the 12 November, the first ever ISL Primary Football Tournament was hosted by
the British International School Istanbul at the Baheceköy football stadium. Seventeen teams, five in the girls
division from ENKA, Gateway, MEF, IICS, BISI and the BISI City Campus with a total of approx 160 players, fought for the trophies. We played a 7 a side tournament on three pitches with a total of 48 matches completed.
The boys division was won by ENKA 2 and the proud BISI girls remained undefeated and even drew in their
last match against IICS 3 boys.
A big THANK you to Ozlem and her team to organising the pitch, the PTA for managing a superb stall, to all
the coaches and parents who came out with students to watch and support, to all referees who occasionally had
a really hard job and to our BISI PE team.
This Friday 4 December our primary team flies with 26 players to the next tournament hosted by English
School Kyrenia located in North Cyprus.
Christian Huegel
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Message from Director of Secondary
Dear Parents,
There has been a lot going on in the month of November… or should I say Movember. Not least of
which involved myself and several other male members of the school staff and one or two of the senior
students cultivating growths of facial hair as part of the worldwide attempt to highlight men’s health issues. Men are notoriously reticent to talk about health issues but this really does have to change. Prostate
cancer rates in men are almost comparable with breast cancer rates in women.
The following statistics from the A merican Cancer Society: Cancer facts and figures 2015 show that in
America there were an estimated 231840 new cases of Breast Cancer in women and an estimated 220800
cases of prostate cancer in men:
http://www.cancer.org/acs/groups/content/@editorial/documents/document/acspc-044552.pdf
It is further estimated that 1 in 7 of all men will die from prostate cancer and 1 in 8 of all women will die
from breast cancer (these figures come from the same publication).
These dreadful diseases will, I fervently hope, one day be eradicated, but until then it is our duty to highlight them to our children. BISI started supporting Breast Cancer Awareness Day in 2011 and this is now
a proud tradition of the school and it is one of the first events we put on our calendar (October 9 this
year). I hope our support of Movember will also become a tradition of the school and that next year we
will have more male teachers, more senior students and perhaps even some of our dad’s participating.
Even if it does mean having an itchy chin for a month!

There were many more events happening in Secondary this month, The IGCSE Awards Ceremony along
with two Model United Nations trips, Humanities week, International Day and, of course, the marvelous
Secondary Performance of The Importance of Being Earnest.
I hope you enjoy reading about all of our events in the rest of this month’s newsletter.
William
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The 2015 IGCSE Awards Ceremony
On Wednesday 11th November, proud parents, the school’s Board Members, teachers
and students gathered in the theatre to celebrate the fantastic achievements and successes of the class of 2015. The weather also cooperated with wonderful sunshine for the
photos.
As it has now become tradition, at the beginning of the previous academic year, during
the very first assembly of the year, Mr. Bradley, challenged all the Year 11 students to
achieve even better than their predecessors… A challenge that they embraced and
took on … what a fantastic result we had: this set of results were the best ever in the
school’s history- La crème de la crème! Indeed, this summer 96% of exams grades
were between A*and C. 112 A and A* grades were awarded out of 213 exams. 50%
of students gained 5 or more A* and A grades.
Sheida Kiran (vocals) and Filiz Mysyriyoğlu (piano) opened the ceremony with a
beautiful musical performance. This year we were extraordinarily privileged to have
two guest speakers at the ceremony. Maybe it is a new tradition in the making, for
the second year running, we had a very young guest speaker, former student and
graduate of BISI, Miss Anne Blanken, who captivated the audience and gave the
students useful and practical advice for the years to follow. Our second guest speaker
was Mr. Niccolò Ubertalli, Yapi Kredi Bank Executive Director and Deputy CEO,
who delighted us all with his experiences and wonderful insights to life and happiness.
The IGCSE class of 2015 were a delightfully friendly, creative, occasionally disorganised, occasionally competitive, sporty, driven and ambitious group of individuals.
They certainly understood that success is much about hard work and team work. The
best thing about them was their camaraderie and their support of one another. They
were so driven to succeed that when it came to study leave, they kept coming back,
day after day, to ask for extra revision sessions from their teachers. Their effort and hard work really paid off. The current year 11
have a lot to live up to! This year’s IGCSE results set the standard an no less will be expected!
After the speeches were given, the students came on stage to receive their IGCSE certificates and their well-deserved toffee apples
and then gathered outside the theatre for a celebration with friends and family. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs
Kuiper and Mrs Gümüşburun who helped organise the celebrations and decorate the theatre foyer, Dr Sargent (and of course Sheida
and Filiz) for the music, Ms Mayer who helped me greatly, Miss Garner who decorated the area with the students' art work and
Ozlem Ozturk and her team for all their support.
Katya Skoudy
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Zekeriyakoy—Year 8 Trip
History and Creative Arts Trip: Thursday 12th November 2015
Year 8 took part in a cross-curricular History and Creative Arts trip which linked to a current study of ‘Empire’ in History, and composition, improvisation, sketching, writing and performing in the Creative Arts.
Visiting Haghia Sofia provided an excellent opportunity for our students to study the material culture of the Byzantine
and Ottoman Empires. Here students received a number of History assignments which explored the mixed usage of the
site and the chance to walk around the museum. Visual Art students (8B) and Drama students (8I) then had the chance
to sketch mosaics at the Mosaic Museum, while Music students (8S) visited the Basilica Cistern, another Byzantine
structure, to experience the acoustics through listening, vocal improvisations and sound recording activities.
Year 8 Creative Arts Teachers
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Zekeriyakoy—Year 11 & 13 Trip
Business and Economic students put theory into practice by visitıng Ferrero Nutella factory
Year 11 and 13 Business and Economics students were
fortunate enough to be invited to Ferrero’s production plant in
Manisa (near Izmir) to learn how Nutella and Pingui chilled
bars are produced and how a production plant operates.
Ferrero’s production plant in Manisa is only three years old
and includes state of the art machinery and production
processes.
The students were given a guided tour of the production plant
by Mr Gamelin and his production team. The students were
also shown how Ferrero test for quality of their raw materials.
During the tour students were able to sample a range of
products including freshly roasted hazlenuts, nutella paste and
the completed Pingui bars.
After lunch the students participated in a Question and
Answer session with Mr Gamelin. Here students were
able to put operations management and macro
economics theory that they had been learning about in
lessons into practice. Mr Gamelin answered the
questions with passion and detail and was impressed
with the standard of the questions the students asked.
On leavıng Ferrero, students were presented with a
goody bag from Ferrero which included a big jar of
Nutella and Pingui bars!
Feedback from the students after the day illuminated that the production plant
visit had been incredibly worthwhile:
Rasul Huseynli (Year 13) “A great experience seeing first hand how business
theories that we learn in class are applied in the day to day lives of the Ferrero
Company. I enjoyed and was surprised how a simple, most delicious chocolate
spread (Nutella) has so much effort put into making it premium quality.”
Pietro Latini (Year 13) “I liked how the bread (for the Pingui bar) was heated
and made. The factory was structured and how little amount of workers were
needed, as the plant was highly automated. Overall a great experience.”
Megan McLellan (Year 13) “I think it was an amazing opportunity to viist the
factory and see how Ferrero produce Nutella and refrigerated bars.”
Ruth McLellan
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Zekeriyakoy—Turkish International Model United Nations
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Zekeriyakoy—Secondary Humanities Week
Student Council Elections
Student President Elections
The Presidential Race is over with Serra Peker and Selin Bilgiҫ beating three other teams to become our new Student Council Presidents. They will both lead the Student Council for a year’s term organising social events and campaigning for changes the Student
Council wants to see made to the everyday running of the school. They were elected on a massive majority by the whole of Secondary pledging to change the rules on mobile phones, revamp the Summer Prom and find new ways to raise money for charity
and events. Let’s hope our new Presidents can deliver on their promises over the next year.
The election was organised with the dual aim of raising the profile of the Student Council across the school, and to highlight the
issue of gender inequality within our school community. First, all President candidates took to hustings. They were given three
minutes each to outline their manifesto and to persuade the electorate to vote for them. Berke and Yash called for the students to
recognise Berke’s long tenure as a BISI student and Yash’s new vision for the future. Elahe and Ashutosh delivered a scholarly
speech on their merits. Lieke and Mare showed us ‘twin power’ attacking their rivals with a politician’s skill. And last, Serra and
Selin appealed to the hearts of all students with the cry, ‘we are with you – we feel your pain, so vote for us’.
Students had been divided on entry to the Theatre with boys on one side and girls on the other. All the boys were handed voting
slips. Girls were deliberately forgotten. Any request made by the girls for voting papers was politely ignored and the proceedings
continued. After the speeches, the boys were given the opportunity to vote, and the realisation that the girls were not going to vote
dawned on the students. Soon the Theatre was filled with the sound of protest from the girls and jeering from the boys; the girls
demanding their rights as equal members of the school community, and the boys laughing at them from their privileged position.
As chants broke out from the girls, only one boy stood up to defend their interests. Yash Mishra had his hand in the air claiming
that the vote was unfair. But by this time, the girls’ reaction was so loud and angry that he was unheard and the Theatre had to be
brought to order.
On revealing the ruse, the girls relaxed. They had fought valiantly for the right to vote. They had proved to themselves that they
were prepared to challenge authority in the face of injustice. But now focus was turned upon the boys, who had failed to support
their fellow students in their time of need. In some cases, boys had actively tried to prevent the girls seeking justice by shouting
over their protest. The boys needed to be publicly shamed. One wonders how many teenage relationships were broken that day as
girls realised they could not depend on their friends. Seeing the spectre of gender inequality in operation within their own community, will the girls ever trust the boys again?
Rob Sommers
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Movember at the BISI
Mo-Bros and Mo-Sistas,
If you have spent a little time walking around BISI in this past month, you may have thought the school
was employing werewolves to teach your children, or at at the very least that there was a razor shortage
at the local shop. In reality, many of the male staff (and some of our hairier students) grew out their
beards or moustaches to raise awareness and money for male related health issues.
The Movember Foundation has been encouraging men to grow out their ‘mos’ every November since
2004, and since, the group has raised $174 million worldwide. I have personally participated for the last
5 years, and even formed a small team with some coworkers last year. However, this year BISI agreed to
run it as a school event.
The 27th of November was Movember day at BISI, and it was an immediate success amongst the students. For the Mo'fti day, students came in with drawn on
moustaches to show their support for the movement. Students participated in several moustache themed activities such as "Epic Moustaches from History", where
they had to try name a dozen famous moustachioed gentlemen, from Salvidore Dali
to Nikola Tesla to Luigi. Congratulations to 11I and 11S for both getting 12/12
correct!
The day culminated with a visit from "Zek Kuafor". They treated our moustached staff and students to a wet
shave on the green area during lunch. It was a great spectacle to watch. Mr. Stroud even shaved the hair off the
top of his head!
In all, we raised over ₺2262 ($782) for the Movember Foundation. Fantastic job to all the Mo-Bros and
Mo-Sistas at BISI!
Facts about Men’s Health
 Men are much less likely than women to be open to discussion about health issues and this day gave
us a good opportunity to discuss this with students.
 Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in men in the UK and
 Testicular cancer is the most common cancer in men ages 25-49.
 Both cancers are very treatable with relatively high recovery rates, if caught early.
 41% of men in high-income countries don’t exercise enough.
 Most men should get 150 min/week of moderate physical activity or 75 min/week of vigorous activity.
In terms of mental health, men are substantially more likely to commit suicide than women. Couple that with the
decreased chance for men to pursue help on their own, and depression is a significant male health
issue as well.
Talk to the important men if your lives. Make sure they are doing that they can to stay healthy
Now that the month is over and I must admit that I am a little sad. At first I wasn't too sure, but I
actually came to like my moustache. I guess you could say that it has really grown on me.
Thank you for your support and donations. With your help, we can change the face of mens
health.
For more information or if you would still like to donate, visit: http://moteam.co/british-international-school
See you next year,
Mo-Bro Brett
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Secondary School Performance of
The Importance of Being Earnest
The Trickster is a figure who appears in the mythologies of many cultures - Coyote, Puck, Loki, Hermes,
Mercury, Inari the fox, Anansi the spider. Wily, witty, incandescent, associated with fire, light, speed, messages and, perhaps surprisingly, the boundaries we would rather expect him to transgress, he wants to be emulated, feared and placated.
Our production of The Importance of Being Earnest, a Trivial Comedy for Serious People by Oscar Wilde, is
the culmination of two and a half months of hard but immensely enjoyable teamwork. Each of us has played
many roles: painter, actor, designer, problem-solver, boss, assistant, maker, user, joker. We’ve been here late
at night, and on Saturdays; we’ve missed lunch and the bus, and now we’ve presented to you in the School
community a piece which we hope is far from trivial in our jewel-box of a stage.
As director, or better said, first audience, I can only gasp with delight at the power and discipline of the student team, laugh with glee at their funny ideas, stare with admiration at their precision, energy, commitment,
resilience, and sigh with relief when the audience starts to laugh in the dark.
As laugh you did, and applaud, long and heartily, following the trickster as he leapt from character to character, inspiring Cecily, Jack, Algy, Gwendolyn and the rest to deceive, desire, sooth and conquer, and inspiring the young actors to do deep and memorable work.
Thank you all for your support, and for coming to see our students in this great play. We hope you enjoyed it
as much as we did.
Dominic Sargent

************

“I’ve been in the school shows for five years now and one of my favourite aspects of the experience has always been the sense of camaraderie. You meet people and find common interests. If there is a problem, everyone mucks in to solve it.
Another thing I've always loved about being the show is the adrenaline. Backstage we get nervous and our
bellies do backflips so we often feel sick. But the minute we step onto the stage, all eyes are on us, and our
anxieties dissipate. I’ve always wondered if it’s because we become a different person: Tem, say, becomes
Algernon. Algernon is cocky and debonair so he doesn’t get nervous.
In the end we are a company of people who work to make you laugh and cry. And then go home and contemplate”.
Tem Muller
Member of the Cast
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